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More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash test ratings. Combines Driver and Passenger
star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal barrier test simulates a head-on collision
between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side Barrier test simulates an
intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at The Side Pole Barrier
test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The Rollover Resistance test
measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control scenario. Learn about safety
technology. This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. The
vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected. Learn about our recall process.
Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other equipment. We review every
problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a safety problem. Every vehicle has a
unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be repaired as part of a recall.
Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the manufacturer conducting the
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about our recall process Have a safety problem? Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN.
Search by VIN. Recently Searched. Named European Car of the Year in , [4] over three million
were manufactured. With engineering by Dante Giacosa and engine design by Aurelio Lampredi
, [8] the was noted for its relatively roomy passenger and cargo volume â€” enabled by a
breakthrough innovation to the front-engine, front-drive layout which became the layout
"adopted by virtually every other manufacturer in the world" for front-wheel drive. Fiat built an
entirely new plant in Rivalta, north-west of Turin, specifically to manufacture the new During the
mids, Fiat set about designing a new car to compete with the latter. The BMC design of Alec
Issigonis had the transmission and engine sharing a single oil sump â€” despite disparate
lubricating requirements â€” and located the engine's radiator at the side of the engine, away
from the flow of fresh air and drawing heated rather than cool air over the engine. The layout
often required the engine to be removed to service the clutch. The Fiat 's arrangement had
numerous differences. As engineered by Dante Giacosa , it featured a transverse-mounted
engine with unequal-length drive shafts and an innovative clutch release mechanism â€” an
arrangement which Fiat had strategically tested on a previous production model for a full five
years, the Primula from its less market-critical subsidiary, Autobianchi. By using the Primula as
a test-bed, Fiat was able to sufficiently resolve the layout's disadvantages, including uneven
side-to-side power transmission, uneven tire wear and potential torque steer , the tendency for
the power of the engine alone to steer the car under heavy acceleration. The compact and
efficient layout â€” a transversely-mounted engine with transmission mounted beside the
engine driving the front wheels through an offset final-drive and unequal-length driveshafts â€”
subsequently became common with competitors [8] and arguably an industry standard. The all
new 1. The was styled similarly to the and and featured rack-and-pinion steering, front disc
brakes, independent rear suspension with a transverse leaf spring, and a strut-type front
suspension with integral anti-roll bar. Initially, the was available as a two-door or four-door
sedan. At the Turin Motor Show a three-door station wagon model called "Familiare" was added
to the line-up. On launch it was available with both existing engines. The range underwent a
facelift in , featuring a revised grille. In , the range received new bumpers, rectangular
headlights , tail lights and dashboard as well as modifications to the engines. At this time, the
wagon was also renamed the "Panorama". In production of the small three-door station wagon
Panorama was dropped from the range and production finally ended in The car had a top speed
of An "overall" fuel consumption of This put it fractionally behind the contemporary Morris on
maximum speed but usefully ahead on acceleration. The two were closely matched on fuel
economy, where both were outrun by the Ford Escort Super also included in the comparison,
here in its four-door version. The testers commended the Fiat's interior space and excellent
performance. Wind and road noise were low, but engine noise was not. The market leader in this
sector at the time was British Leyland's and range. Sales of imported cars in the UK were in the
first stages of a sharp rise in their market share at the beginning of the s, with Fiat and likes of
Datsun , Renault and Volkswagen being particularly successful. The Fiat Rally was a sporty, 1.
A number of exterior features set the Rally apart from other s. At the front there was a black
radiator grille, carrying the round Fiat emblem typical of the marque's sports cars; split
bumpers joined by a tubular steel bar; and halogen headlamps and bumper-mounted auxiliary
lamps. At the rear dual round tail lamps replaced the square ones found on the regular two-door
The interior was upholstered in black leatherette, and the dashboard housed upgraded
instrumentation: a tachometer was standard equipment, and water temperature and oil pressure
gauges took the place of the ashtray, relocated to the centre console. Front sports seats with

headrests and a two-spoke sports steering wheel replaced the standard items. In October Fiat
introduced several updates to the whole saloon and Familiare range, including the Rally. In
particular the Rally received new upholstery leatherette with cloth seat centres and a black
plastic protection to the front bumper tube. The pricier "SL" for Sport Lusso was distinguished
by quadruple round headlamps, a specific grille, steel sport wheels without hubcaps, chromed
window surround trim, door handles and fuel cap, and black decorative striping along the sills
and across the tail panel. Inside it gained a leatherette-wrapped steering wheels, perforated
leatherette upholstery, extended four-gauge instrumentation, loop pile carpeting and black
headlining. The two engines were developed from the units found in the saloon and Rally
respectively, and both were fitted with twin-choke carburettors and a two-piece exhaust
manifold. In Argentina, the was produced from to by Sevel Argentina as a four-door sedan or
five-door wagon, the Fiat Rural , the latter unique to Argentina. In the car received a facelift with
new headlamps, tail lamps and front grille, which was marketed as the Fiat Super Europa. Was
only ofered as a 4-door sedan. Starting in , a version with a 1,cubic-centimeter engine called the
Fiat San Remo was also offered [ citation needed ]. A couple of Nasr in front of the Mosque of
sultan al zahir baybars , El Cairo. The was manufactured in Poland as the Zastava p by FSO
between to [ citation needed ]. The formed the basis of the Zastava four-door sedan and Zastava
three-door and five-door hatchbacks ranges of cars manufactured by the " Zastava Automobili "
company in Serbia. The based Zastavas were available throughout Europe in the '70s. As one of
the Serbian automaker's most affordable models, production ended in November For South
Africa only, a pickup version was also developed by Fiat in Italy to contest that country's
popular "bakkie" category. It entered production in Was marketed as "Three Times SEAT" in
order to underline its triple combination ability of sportiness, versatility and design. The SEAT
never enjoyed great commercial success, however. Built in the plants of via Monginevro in a
semi-handmade way these custom-built cars were not assembled in a chain and in a very
limited number less than a hundred , it cost about 1,, lire in The interior was very neat and could
be customized with many accessories sports steering wheel, electric windows, leather
upholstery In , the two models underwent a slight restyling new black bumpers, wider and
equipped with the cm3 - 60 HP engine of the contemporary Special sedan. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Small family car. Motor vehicle. Fiat Ritmo Fiat Regata. Main article: Zastava
Skala. Main article: SEAT Main article: Sears XDH Retrieved 21 May Somaca Casablanca.
Retrieved 25 April CAR South Africa. Archived from the original on 13 December Retrieved 29
January Retrieved 1 June Authorhouse, Bloomington, IN, Automobile Magazine. Automobile
Magazine, August La Stampa. March 30, Fiat USA. Classic and Performance Car. Archived from
the original on The Motor : 23â€” Autosprint in Italian. Stampa Sera in Italian. Retrieved 9 March
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Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter Red
Start date Sep 3, Red Daily Driver. I have removed the engine from the 85 X. I would like to keep
the fuel injection system and install into my Does anyone have a step by step on how to go
about this or what parts I should be removing from the X? It is part of why it is so important to
know what year your really is as the wiring can be vastly different based on the year of the car
during the years this car was produced massive changes took place in regards to safety and
emissions systems so there were big differences between some years. Putting the injection
system into the car will be a bigger, fussy job and given the quality of the wiring I see, you likely
have wiring repairs to make for it work reliably. I think the following two posts by me cover
much of what you have asked for: Fiat Engine Swap Just picked up a 73 fiat Debating to swap
engine or rebuild original. It has a 1. Time for decision making. I don't know how crazy your
DMV gets with registering cars. Pretty simple in Virginia as they just look at the title. Also, at
some point you will sell the car and you have to decide if you are going to be fully up front I still
say and agree with Mr. Mead that you should initially go with the carb off the just to get things
running. If you spend the next month or so installing the FI and the motor does not run we won't
know if it's the FI or maybe something in the motor itself. Having stripped the FI stuff from
manty Xs, I know the harness is stand alone. Just find out where it plugs into the main harness

and see if you have equivalent sources in the harness. You don't necessarily need the wires
that go up front to the dash wiring but you do need to trace those wires to see where they go.
So, the intake manifold is going to be a bit awkward. If you can, see if anyone has a yugo FI
intake manifold for you, will help in routing airflow as the X one will put you right into the
radiator. Doable, just awkward. I know others are saying to go with a carb, but I say go for it.
The FI harness, as already indicated, is stand alone. Just having to figure it out is the hard part,
but nothing too weird, with it. First gen FI is pretty simple compared to later. Last edited: Sep 9,
Red said:. Jeff True Classic. I am doing the same i will be using the mega squirt system. Jeff
said:. I'm curious, planning to use MicroSquirt or one of the bigger MS units? There is easy to
use tuning software and both systems can use a wide band O2 sensor to give feedback for
managing the system. MicroSquirt is simpler, cheaper and likely the best solution for this car.
The trade off between these two systems is one can deal easily with the injectors used in the
LJetronic system. To use them on the MicroSquirt system you have to add resisters inline to the
injectors or change to high impedance injectors which were used on the later variations of the
Bosch system, mainly on BMWs. There are a number of modern coils which can be used with
these systems, a good one was used on Mk4 VWs and can be found in junk yards across the
nation or new cheaply as they are still being produced for production cars in China. Last edited:
Nov 5, I just recieved my engine from shop yesterday. Good news. How did everything turn out
on it? I can appreciate your view. Unfortunately a lot of that is typical anymore. For the
assembly guide, see if any of the factory workshop manuals work for you. They are available for
free on this forum. At least with the head off you can inspect their work. Since it is going into a ,
best is to use a pump and pan. One of the experts here will need to say if it is the entire oil
pump or maybe only the pickup portion than can be swapped - I'm not that familiar with the
pump. Jeff Stich True Classic. I wonder if I could just cut some of it? Concur with Jeff. I have
made plenty of these conversions and the pan will fit with not problem when the parts are
installed as indicated by Jeff. Also, don't forget you will be using the flywheel and starter. You
must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Forums New posts Search forums.
What's new New posts Latest activity. Members Registered members Current visitors. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in.
Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter Red Start date Jul
31, Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. First Prev 3 of 4 Go to page. Sorry to hear about the mismatched title. Time
for decision making. I don't know how crazy your DMV gets with registering cars. Pretty simple
in Virginia as they just look at the title. Also, at some point you will sell the car and you have to
decide if you are going to be fully up front with the fact you DON'T have a title for the car. No
one wants to mess with this admin stuff. Even trying to get the real title won't work at this point
as you don't have the correct vin plates anymore. In California there are few more desired cars
than one built before The lack of need to smog it or conform or even have the emissions control
devices of the time makes them a modders dream. However, there are rural counties in CA that
don't require a smog check. I know someone who recently registered his X in one of those
counties and he managed to avoid the smog check. As this discussion has gone along several
Forum members noted that the car didn't appear to be correct for the stated model year. Several
members suggested ways to drive the car without fixing the real problem. I don't have an easy
answer to the title situation, I doubt there is one. However, as a member of this Forum I think we
are getting ourselves into a bad legal position by suggesting illegal ways to avoid whatever is
necessary to clear the title problem. I bought a 68 Fiat Coupe project which had been
unregistered for 30 years. I had a copy of the California title. They have special officers who
handle that. I made an appointment and trailered the car down there. We discovered that the VIN
on the title was the number which was the spares ordering type number shown on the engine
compartment plate. I told him the VIN was the number which was stamped in the sheet metal
and he told me something along the lines of: "Yep, it looks like someone reported the wrong
number to DMV when this was originally titled. I told him that I planned to restore and sell the
car and could he correct the VIN paperwork instead. Beware: If the windshield VIN plate or its
rivets have been tampered with, you probably have a problem. Maybe someone can post pics of
a windshield VIN and rivets for comparison. Was it a stupid idea, probably. I'm not advocating
anyone else doing this but I guess by talking about it I did potentially put the seed in other
peoples minds. I like to assume everyone here has half a brain and can make up their own
minds but we all know what happens when you assume. I know of only one police officer who
would instantly recognize the registration did not match the year of the car since he is a Fiat

fanatic. I note that on my Miata the dash vin plate is pretty much permanently attached to the
dash pad so I don't know how folks repair a cracked dash with a replacement one from a
junkyard car. Red Daily Driver. But we have gone completely off topic. The car is registered as a
Fiat here in California according to pink slip, window vin plate and license plate number.
Possibly keeping it fuel injected. Red said:. Agnelli True Classic. Progress so far I have valve
cover, cylinder head, pistons removed from block. For economical reasons. The question here
is does anyone know a step by step DIY on how I go about this? How much of the harness I
have to remove from the X and run into the ? Does the X you have start and run now? I would
work on getting the X running to ensure that moving all this stuff will
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be successful. The fuel injection is effectively a stand alone subsystem added to a carbureted
car. This image from MWB shows the primary components:. Karl, from his post it sounds like
the motor has already been removed. Can you keep the X until you have the up and running?
This would allow you to keep going back to it when you find you are missing yet another
component. Don't forget the fuel pump and electronic ignition. Distributor, coil and control unit.
The just has ignition points distributor and basic coil. Does anyone happen to have the wire
harness diagram? Or know if a site I can look it up? I completely removed it from the car. Big
mistake. If you join MiraFiori. I'm sure someone has one but may not be reading this thread. You
must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

